
"Getting old is like getting a bad dessert at the end of a fine meal" 

 

     Have you ever thought about getting old as a bad dessert at the end of a fine meal? On the one 

hand the older you are, the more experienced you become, however, on the other hand when you 

are young you have a lot of strength and willingness to do things spontaneously. 

     The first argument which may confirm our thesis is that while being young, people have plenty of 

time to do whatever they want. In other words, they can taste the life by trying to do newer and 

newer things like having a trip aroung the Europe hitch-hiking, or going camping in a different 

country, because they don't have a family to care about yet. Secondly, young people do not have as 

many responsibilities as adults in general, or at least playing games or partying is not something that 

we can call a responsibility. Thirdly, the only thing that stops young people from doing things is a 

lack of money, but since most of them live with their parents, which allows them to spend all their 

earned money on whatever they want, it is not even a problem. Fourthly, young peole, in 

comparison to adults, are able to change their decision severial times, eg. A field of study, job. 

     The first argument, which may stand against our thesis is that older people tend to have much 

more clearer prorities, because as people age and experience things, they come to realize what 

really matters – and what does not. Secondly, adults do not care that much about what others think, 

which is actually the biggest mistake young people tend to make. Thirdyly, being a pensioner has a 

lot of advantages, e.g. nobody cares when you forget to zip up, people are mostly politer to you 

even if you are ornery, you can sleep anytime or anywhere. Fourthly, thanks to a lot of time you 

have you can read a lot of amazing books, or you can focus on things you could not focus on before. 

     To sum things up, even though the life of an older person seems to have more "cosmetic" 

advantages, it has to be said that the life of a young person seems to be more exiting.  
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